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We’ve been working really hard in Class 3 again this week.
We have been polishing up our reasoning skills and solving problems in maths around
fractions and been working hard to find equivalents.
In literacy the children have written some fabulous descriptions and created an atmosphere in their writing. We have also been getting our heads around some more grammar
terminology and learning about prepositions. Year 5 and 6 have been extending their use
of punctuation and we have been looking at when to use semi-colons, colons and dashes.
In science we learnt about the importance of a healthy diet and the children put together
their own eat well plates and looked at the effects of food on their body.
In geography we have started to look at migration and why people move around the world.
The children are really enjoying this topic and have so many questions!
The choir are working really hard for the concert and have learnt 4 new songs this week.
Keep practising!

News From Class 2

We have had an exciting week this week in Class 2. We have been using and creating charts to find data in numeracy and we have been looking at haiku poetry in
literacy.
We have been planning our artwork to identify symbols that are important to us
and explaining why. In history we created a human timeline back to the 16th Century to learn about life as an Elizabethan. The children also listened to some music
composed using hand percussion and made their ocean drums in music. They were
very excited to do this and enjoyed decorating and playing their finished drums.
In computing we are looking at e-safety and will be learning the acronym SMART
(Safe, Meeting, Accepting, Reliable, Tell) using resources which are available
online if you would also like to look at this. We have started to learn the names of
French fruits and we learned and sang Happy Birthday to Izzie in French, courtesy of Mrs Romilly!

This is hard!

News From Class 1
We have had a lovely week this week. We carried on with our French Day activities. We
found the French words for mini beasts in the garden and practised saying them and writing
them on our worksheet. We also drew around Eva on some large paper and turned it into a
French man. Please come and visit him in our classroom—he’s very friendly!
Our most exciting news is that we have our assembly scripts. The children have chosen which
characters they would like to be and have already started practising their lines. We have
high hopes for this assembly now that Sienna has given us some director’s guidance.

This is soft!

We have had lots of KIRF success this week with our biggest number of certificates given
out so far. A lot of the children only need to complete one more challenge to get onto the
next planet so excitement is building up.

The glasses are
delicate.

In Science we have continued to look at materials. We have been describing materials all
around us. The children can think of some amazing adjectives. Once they had found our object we stuck cut out hands onto it and wrote the adjective that described the it on our
hand, eg Daniel described the glasses as delicate.
We have also enjoyed learning about Chinese New Year. We hope you all enjoy a tasty Chinese meal at some point as the children were all filling us in on their favourite noodle and
rice dish. We looked at the story of Chinese New Year and why this year is the year of the
Rooster.

